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Drdcr No.02 25.06.2022 APP, Muhammad Zubair for the State present.

Accused/petitioner, Faiz Muhammad on ad-interim pre

arrest bail along with Abid Ali Advocate present.

Complainant AsifKhan along with his counsel present.

The accused/petitioner, Faiz Muhammad s/o Khial

Muhammad seeks confirmation of his ad-interim pre

arrest bail in case FIR no. 14, dated 19.05.2022, u/s

324/427/34 PPC of PS Dabori wherein, as per contents of

FIR, the present accused/petitioner Faiz Muhammad,

being complainant of the instant case, on 19.05.2022

made a report to the police to the fact that on that day he

was ploughing his land through a tractor with his cousin

Sial Muhammad present over there, where at about 1830

tours the accused/petitioner along with co-accused Asif

Khan duly armed started firing at them, but they luckily

escaped unhurt while the tractor got damaged. Hence, the

present FIR.kVJ*

O' On the same day, AsifKhan (one of the accused)

in the instant case, vide DD no. 11 of 19.05.2022, has

made a report to the police to the fact that on that day at

1830 hours, Faiz Muhammad was ploughing a disputed

property through a tractor in the presence of Zahir

Muhammad and Sial Muhammad and when he wanted to

stop Faiz Muhammad from ploughing a land, Zahir
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Muhammad scuffled him while Noorab Khan made firingContin. 
Order No.02

at him. Later on, the present accused/petitioner

(complainant of the instant case) along with the above-

named Zahir Muhammad, Sial Muhammad and Noorab

Khan were also charged as accused in the instant case.

Today, the instant case was fixed for arguments;

however, Asif Khan at the very outset stated that being

cross case he has got no objection upon the confirmation

of bail before arrest of accused/petitioner Faiz

Muhammad. The version of Asif Khan was also endorsed

by Mr. Khursheed Alam Advocate, who is present before

the court being counsel of Muhammad Asif in a BCA

petition, separately pending before this court for today.

Hence, in view of what is discussed above, keeping

in view the factum of cross version of the parties, making

the case as one of further inquiry as to which of the party

was aggressor and who has been aggressed upon and the

fact that Asif Khan has also raised no objection upon the

confirmation of BB A of the accused/petitioner, the instant

application is accepted and the ad-interim bail earlier

granted to the accused/petitioner is confirmed on the

strength of existing bonds.
/

(SHAUKAT AHlvf?tp KHAN) 
Sessions Judge, Urakzai 

at Baber Mela

PSDated:FIR no. u/s
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